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Why am I struggling to meet the right guy?

I wonder if or when I will ever meet him?

I keep thinking - why ME - why is it so difficult

for ME to meet my soulmate?

You have probably got many questions as to why

you haven’t met the right guy yet.

 

And eventually my clients realise it it boils down to

these three questions:

hello
Welcome to 
Attract Your Soulmate

Attract Your Soulmate™

If you also relate to these questions -
You are definitely in the right place.



Why you are still struggling and how to

change this. 

How I help women to go from single to

being with their soulmate.

 And how you too can get RESULTS.

In the next 15 or so minutes, I'll explain:

1.

2.

3.

If you are new to my work,

my name is Kristina (Kris)

 

And I help single, successful,

soul-inspired women from all over the

world to apply my UNIQUE system - 

Be Truly You & 
Attract Your Soulmate™ 

- which changes everything.
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great friends

a super career

supportive family

I had my own lovely home

buy gorgeous clothes

take regular vacations (holidays)

short breaks 

pamper myself

dine out

Even in my darkest moments, on the outside my life looked

like I had everything going for me; 

enough income to do what I wanted when I wanted such as; 

Oh yes, it looked good.

 

But it was on the inside which wasn’t good BUT I didn’t want

anyone to know how I truly felt - which was; empty,

disconnected and very scared & isolated. I had a strong

mind but in my heart, I was emotionally uncertain, I lacked

self-confidence,  I didn’t have self-belief or self-worth when

it came to relationships.

 

And eventually I went into therapy. For 7 long years! Only to

find that talk-therapy in many cases and certainly in mine - 

literally re-affirmed my fears by talking about them over

and over and over - which keeps the fear programme inside

of us. 
 

I became an expert at understanding intellectually the

insecurities I was battling with but not changing the

inner emotional part of me - and it is working on this

deeper inner level that is how real change happens. 

A little about me.
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Long story short; I found two specialists; one who

completely understood the ‘human-being’ from

an inner and emotional perspective and another

who helped me understand how we create

desires into our physical reality.

 

Within 5 months, I had gone from single to

being with my soulmate. I had broken through

into a new life. 

My soulmate is absolutely gorgeous, a very

special person who has everything I desired

and more. That is the bonus of this work,

when you learn how to create LOVE, there

is so much more you receive.

 

So I immersed myself in
searching for the truth.
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I then knew it was my passion, my mission, my

purpose to help other women to be able

attract their soulmate - but it had to be a lot

quicker than I had done.

 

So I trained in; hypnotherapy, regression, rapid

transformation. And on this training journey I

also created some of my own specialist

techniques. This meant I could now, enable my

clients to become the gorgeous woman that

she truly is, and to be able to attract her

soulmate - in the fastest possible way.

So - I had worked out the HOW. 
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When I created my unique programme, I just

KNEW it would be the SAVING GRACE for

many woman who are single, lonely, fed-up,

not meeting the right guy or any potential

partner and just don’t know where to turn. 

 

The minute I had created my programme, I had

my first client. I knew her inside and out.

You want results. You don’t give up. You have

a curious, searching mind. You want to know

more about how to create from the inner

spiritual to outer physical. You are ready to

learn how to turn your relationship life around.

 

You know you have got what it takes as you

have created so much in your life already - but

something just isn’t working for you in

attracting your soulmate.

So does the following or some of it, sound

familiar to you too?
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I remember when Susan came to me. She had

a fantastic career but wasn’t meeting anyone

and didn’t want to go on any dating sites. We

looked at the beliefs that were stopping her

attracting and we got very, very clear on who

she wanted - yes, there is a special way of

doing this. I also taught her how to imagine

being with her soulmate (before he was even in

her life) and she learnt how to trust in her

self again and then she met him within just

five months.

 

I have other women who come to me who are

attracting but not the right guys and that

keeps them feeling lonely.

 

Now the reason they are not attracting the

right guys is that they do not believe that they

can. If a guy is not serious about you or will not

commit - then you have not created the right

standards for what you will accept and that is

down to a belief you are still holding onto -

some times it is unconscious, but we can still

find it and transform it.
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When Kristin came to me it was during the

hardest moments of her life. I helped her gain

her sense of self back, to understand what was

going on inside of her and how her past beliefs

had impacted her present outcomes. When

Kristin gained her self-esteem and self-

confidence and became the positive and

vibrant person she truly was, within months,

she created a beautiful and loving

relationship. 

 

You may be so busy and tired and so you keep

attracting more stress and not the connection

you are longing for?

Or have you got to the point of
feeling the universe is conspiring

against you?
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When Marina came to me she wanted to have

specialist guidance on how to prioritise work

versus her personal life because work had

taken over and she had little time for finding a

relationship. We worked on how she could

become the master of her destiny and the daily

rituals that are essential to attracting her

soulmate. She met three fantastic guys

within two months !

 

And then there was Jessica, who within 90-

days, went from stuck, blocked, fearful to

being positive on who her soulmate is. I helped

her remove what was between her and being in

a relationship. She is on her way, having fun

and now really living and enjoying the

journey!
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You see, “your power-house of creation lies

within.” The more you push, fight, try to

change your outside world, the more tiring it

gets, just as it did for Marina. 

 

Once you learn how to make the internal shifts

- you are on your new and exciting life.

What MYTHS have you 
started to believe?

That there are no decent men left?

That you are not good enough to be in a

relationship?

There is something wrong with you?

Men don’t want to commit these days?

You will be rejected because that’s what’s

happened before?

Or you might have even have bought into

other people’s opinions such as ‘if you are

still alone, you must want to be single?’
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What are myths? - well myths are false ideas

or beliefs held to be true.

 

Why are these myths? They are not actually in

alignment with who you truly are.

Which MYTH have you 

bought into?
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change your story

change your programme

change your current outcome 

How has believing in any of these myths or

whatever it is that you currently believe about

yourself or your situation helped you so far? 

I’m going to guess … it probably didn’t work out, or

isn’t working out.

 

And if you can admit that, in the kindest way, I am

so pleased because when you can admit, even just

slightly that something is not working out - you are

open to change it. 

 

But then you have to take action 

and follow through.
 

If you are searching for the truth, your truth on how

to create and manifest being with your soulmate.

Well this is for you.

 

This is your moment, your moment in time, in your life

where you get to 

so that you don’t-re-live the same old  - BUT learn

how to change and create a new life with

someone special. 
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Life is a lonely journey without our soulmate.

As humans and spiritual beings we need true

love. That person to create our life adventure

with - to go through the good times and the

not so good - but together. Life has a purpose

when you are with your other half. 

 

Giving up will never create ‘wholeness’. 

 

Settling for being alone, doesn’t create true

happiness.

 

I know pretending that everything is ok, doesn’t

make it go away, doesn’t make you happy, and

the more you pretend, the more unfulfilled you

are inside of yourself and this translates into

the rest of your life.

What is life without LOVE?
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you know you deserve to have your  soulmate 

and you actually have what it takes to be

with your soulmate

it’s the final piece to you creating a happy,

loving and wholesome life

I was called to help women who look like they

have it all on the outside yet bravely keep going-

in, living with a smile - but on the inside you

know being single isn’t your truth:

 

I will help you, once and for all, find the reason

why you are not with your soulmate and then the

answer to ‘who’ becomes automatic and clear.

 

If you don’t take action now though - you will live

AND re-live the same old cycle and nothing will

change for you?

 

Some clients, before we worked together, lived

with the pretence - ‘it will happen when it is

meant to’ which is completely dis-empowering. It

means you don’t believe in yourself and you don’t

dare or you haven’t admitted yet that you have

given up on YOU.
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But, by being here, I know that is not you - or

what you desire.

The fact is, you don’t want to go on like this

anymore.  And it’s not your fault because

somewhere inside of you, you have bought into

a false idea about yourself. A belief that

actually isn’t your truth and certainly isn’t

supporting or serving you, otherwise you

wouldn’t still be searching for answers.

 

The truth is. 

Being in a relationship, the right relationship

can happen far more easily with a proven

system BUT one which understands how we

operate as human beings. And importantly, a

proven system which helps you overcome your

out-dated negative self talk and non-serving

doubts.

  

So what is the outcome of this system? 

You will transform from being where you are

now  - single and on your own - to being

the person who attracts her soulmate.
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You will learn how to ACTIVATE your own

inner guidance system which will give you

absolute clarity on who you desire

You will become EMPOWERED in your self-

confidence, which creates self-trust and

results in you following your intuition 

And you will create your own UNWAVERING

belief - which leads you to your soulmate

How does it work?

This proven system has 5 main steps which are

tailored around you as it is so important that

we get results that are absolutely right for you.

 

But let me give you 3 powerful manifesting

take aways that you will achieve:

 

1.

2.

3.

These are just some of the
outcomes you will create

within 90-days.
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Why is this programme so effective?

Apart from the fact it works. 

It is both spiritual & practical; it works with

both your mind and your emotions;

 

Your mind is about learning & understanding

AND 

Your emotions are about energy and feeling 

AND

these two COMBINED lead you to really

‘being you’ which is the fundamental corner-

stone of ‘being' the person who attracts her

soulmate.
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Life then shows up for you. 

Situations come to you. 

You attract.

How is it not just the BEST, but the ONLY

smart solution?

One Word - Alignment 

If you don’t align yourself on the inside, you

cannot attract what you truly desire on the

outside. 

 

Until this alignment happens, you will not

attract in the right way.

 

I will show you how to ALIGN as this is the

ONLY smart way to call in your soulmate. 
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meeting your soulmate after work

going out for dinner

taking holidays (vacations) together

meeting each other’s families

looking after each other

creating memories

making a home together

living a life together

Can you THEN imagine that in a very short

space of time you will be;
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Now, this solution is not something you find

outside of you, it is not a dating site or a new

dating app or super expensive match making

service. 

 

No, this is far, far better as it is about YOU

learning how to become the woman who

attracts her soulmate.

 

And because it’s about YOU, it is real - and it

means YOU can create being in a happy, loving

relationship - which gives YOU the wholeness

and fulfilment YOU deserve - and there is

nothing more important or empowering than

that!

Love is up there with air,
water, food & shelter - it’s
essential to our well-being.
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Every week, I open up a few spots for a free

breakthrough call where we can discuss

further how I can help you finally achieve love

for yourself. 

Now one last thing. I must let you know - that I

don’t take everyone on, as I want all my clients to

gain the very best results from my programme, so

on your Breakthrough Call, I will help evaluate if

you are ready to... 

 

If not, you will at the very least gain a free

breakthrough and tremendous value. 

Attract Your Soulmate NOW.
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For those of you who are ready, I cannot wait

to see you on the inside and help you change

your relationship life. 

 

The next step is for you to watch my video

presentation that explains in more detail how I

can help and the what that amazing 90 day

journey looks like.

Go here now to watch the next presentation

today!

https://awonderfullife.lpages.co/find-your-

soulmate/

I look forward to speaking with you very soon.

Kristina Court

Transformational Coach & Mentor

Clinical Hypnotherapist, Trustee of Desires

Huge Love Awaits You.

Kristina

Next Step To Learn More

https://awonderfullife.lpages.co/find-your-soulmate/
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